The information contained herein is subject to change at any time without notice and cannot form part of an offer or contract. The proposed facilities and their locations as shown are only estimates. The implementation of the facilities is subject to review by the Government or competent authorities. While reasonable care has been taken in providing this information, HDB shall not be responsible in any way for any damage or loss suffered by any person whether directly or indirectly as a result of reliance on the said information or as a result of any error or omission therein.

Additional Feature:
- Ceramic Floor Finish to Kitchen/Bath/WC
Additional Feature:
• Ceramic Floor Finish to Kitchen/Bath/WC

Jurong West N6 C5
Premium Flats

The information contained herein is subject to change at any time without notice and cannot form part of an offer or contract. The proposed facilities and their locations as shown are only estimates. The implementation of the facilities is subject to review by the Government or competent authorities. While reasonable care has been taken in providing this information, HDB shall not be responsible in any way for any damage or loss suffered by any person whether directly or indirectly as a result of reliance on the said information or as a result of any error or omission therein.

Reserve Site for Civic & Community Institution includes examples like Community Centre/Club, Association, Home for the Aged, etc., subject to change and planning approval.

LEGEND:
- Residential Units
- Drop-Off / Precinct Pavilion / Linkway
- Reserved for / Existing Development
- Playground / Hardcourt/Fitness Corner / Amphitheatre
- Location of Minimarts and/or Other Services / Retail Trades at 1st Storey
- Single Storey Electrical Substation
- Carparking
- Open Space
- Platform
- Centralised Refuse Chute (CRC)
- Lift

Note:
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This is a Premium Contract
It is provided with:
• Bedroom : Decorative Timber Door
• Bath/WC : Decorative Timber Door/Shower Screen
• Polished Homogeneous Tile with Timber Skirting to Living/Dining
• Timber Strip Flooring with Timber Skirting to Bedroom
• Ceramic Floor Finish to All Other Rooms
• Vanity Top Wash Basin at Pre-fabricated Attached bath, Wash Basin at Pre-fabricated Common Bath, Hot Water Pipes and Shower/Bath/Mixers
• Concealed Electrical Wiring & Gas & Water Supply Pipes

*The Area in front of these units where the service duct is located, cannot be enclosed and must be made accessible to all.

Window Legend:
W1 - Standard Window Above 1m Height
W2 - Full Height Window Above 0.5m Height

Unless otherwise indicated all windows will be standard height windows.

2ND TO 16TH STOREY FLOOR PLAN
BLOCK 675B

The coloured floor plan is not intended to demarcate the boundary of the flat.
The coloured floor plan is not intended to demarcate the boundary of the flat.

*The Area in front of these units where the service duct is located, cannot be enclosed and must be made accessible to all.

Window Legend:
- W1 - Standard Window Above 1m Height
- W2 - Full Height Window Above 0.5m Height

Unless otherwise indicated all windows will be standard height windows.

1ST STOREY FLOOR PLAN
BLOCK 677C

This is a Premium Contract
It is provided with:
- Bedroom : Decorative Timber Door
- Bath/WC : Decorative Timber Door/Shower Screen
- Polished Homogeneous Tile with Timber Skirting to Living/Dining
- Timber Strip Flooring with Timber Skirting to Bedroom
- Ceramic Floor Finish to All Other Rooms
- Vanity Top Wash Basin at Pre-fabricated Attached bath, Wash Basin at Pre-fabricated Common Bath, Hot Water Pipes and Shower/Bath/Mixers
- Concealed Electrical Wiring & Gas & Water Supply Pipes

The coloured floor plan is not intended to demarcate the boundary of the flat.

LEGEND:
- 4 Room
- 5 Room

SCALE: 0 2 4 6 8 10 METRES

2ND TO 16TH STOREY FLOOR PLAN
BLOCK 677C

This is a Premium Contract
It is provided with:
- Bedroom : Decorative Timber Door
- Bath/WC : Decorative Timber Door/Shower Screen
- Polished Homogeneous Tile with Timber Skirting to Living/Dining
- Timber Strip Flooring with Timber Skirting to Bedroom
- Ceramic Floor Finish to All Other Rooms
- Vanity Top Wash Basin at Pre-fabricated Attached bath, Wash Basin at Pre-fabricated Common Bath, Hot Water Pipes and Shower/Bath/Mixers
- Concealed Electrical Wiring & Gas & Water Supply Pipes

The coloured floor plan is not intended to demarcate the boundary of the flat.

LEGEND:
- 4 Room
- 5 Room

SCALE: 0 2 4 6 8 10 METRES
**Window Legend:**
W1 - Standard Window Above 1m Height
W2 - Full Height Window Above 0.5m Height

*Unless otherwise indicated all windows will be standard height windows.*

---

*The Area in front of these units where the service duct is located, cannot be enclosed and must be made accessible to all.*

**2ND TO 16TH STOREY FLOOR PLAN**

**BLOCK 678A**

*This is a Premium Contract*

It is provided with:
- • Bedroom: Decorative Timber Door
- • Bath/WC: Decorative Timber Door/Shower Screen
- • Polished Homogeneous Tile with Timber Skirting to Living/Dining
- • Timber Strip Flooring with Timber Skirting to Bedroom
- • Ceramic Floor Finish to All Other Rooms
- • Vanity Top Wash Basin at Pre-fabricated Attached Bath, Wash Basin at Pre-fabricated Common Bath, Hot Water Pips and Shower/BathMixers
- • Concealed Electrical Wiring & Gas & Water Supply Pipes

---

**2ND TO 16TH STOREY FLOOR PLAN**

**BLOCK 678C**

*This is a Premium Contract*

It is provided with:
- • Bedroom: Decorative Timber Door
- • Bath/WC: Decorative Timber Door/Shower Screen
- • Polished Homogeneous Tile with Timber Skirting to Living/Dining
- • Timber Strip Flooring with Timber Skirting to Bedroom
- • Ceramic Floor Finish to All Other Rooms
- • Vanity Top Wash Basin at Pre-fabricated Attached Bath, Wash Basin at Pre-fabricated Common Bath, Hot Water Pips and Shower/BathMixers
- • Concealed Electrical Wiring & Gas & Water Supply Pipes

---

*The coloured floor plan is not intended to demarcate the boundary of the flat.*
5 - Room
JW N2 C8
Block 275B, #07-103

Additional Feature:
• Concealed Electrical Wiring

5 - Room
JW N3 C28
Block 346, #04-111**

5 - Room
JW N4 C6
Block 426, #03-348**

5 - Room
JW N4 C6
Block 427, #08-230**

Executive
JW N4 C3
Block 409, #03-921**

4 - Room
JW N4 C3
Block 412, #12-855**

4 - Room
JW N4 C9
Block 447, #01-292**

4 - Room
JW N4 C11
Block 451, #02-174**

**This is a Repurchased Flat
Photographs and the revised floor plan (if any) can be viewed at www.hdb.gov.sg/esaesales.
This is a Repurchased Flat
Photographs and the revised floor plan (if any) can be viewed at www.hdb.gov.sg/esales.

4 - Room
JW N5 C11
Block 557, #03-395**

Executive
JW N6 C3
Block 679C, #01-20**

Premium Flat
Executive
JW N6 C3
Block 681A, #03-96

This is a Premium Contract
It is provided with:
- Ceramic Floor Finish to All Rooms
- Concealed Electrical Wiring

Executive
JW N6 C28
Block 656A, #14-337**

**This is a Repurchased Flat
Photographs and the revised floor plan (if any) can be viewed at www.hdb.gov.sg/esales.
5 - Room
JW N8 C4
Block 847, #04-247**

The plan for this unit is a mirror image of the one shown.

4 - Room
JW N8 C8
Block 812, #10-152**

Executive Maisonette
JW N9 C2
Block 910, #02-277**

5 - Room
JW N9 C1
Block 913, #07-230**

Executive
JW N9 C2
Block 910, #09-261**

5 - Room
JW N9 C1
Block 920, #06-77**

4 - Room
JW N9 C3
Block 926, #02-117**

**This is a Repurchased Flat
Photographs and the revised floor plan (if any) can be viewed at www.hdb.gov.sg/esales.
This is a Repurchased Flat
Photographs and the revised floor plan (if any) can be viewed at www.hdb.gov.sg/esales.
Jurong West N9 C14

Premium Flats

TYPICAL STOREY FLOOR PLAN
BLOCK 989B

LEGEND:

4 Room
5 Room

This is a Premium Flat.
It is provided with:
• Timber Decorative Doors at Bedrooms and Toilets
• Vanity Top Wash Basin at Attached Bath, Hot Water Pipes and Shower/Bath Mixers
• Shower Screen to All Bath/WCs
• Homogeneous Tile with Timber Skirting to Living/Dining
• Timber Strip Flooring with Timber Skirting to Bedrooms
• Ceramic Floor Finish to All Other Rooms
• Concealed Electrical Wiring & Gas & Water Supply Pipes

The coloured floor plan is not intended to demarcate the boundary of the flat.

Jurong West N9 C14

Premium Flats

Premium Flat
4 - Room
JW N9 C14
Block 990B, #02-767

Premium Flat
4 - Room
JW N9 C14
Block 990C, #05-779

This is a Premium Flat.
It is provided with:
• Timber Decorative Doors at Bedrooms and Toilets
• Vanity Top Wash Basin at Attached Bath, Hot Water Pipes and Shower/Bath Mixers
• Shower Screen to All Bath/WCs
• Homogeneous Tile with Timber Skirting to Living/Dining
• Timber Strip Flooring with Timber Skirting to Bedrooms
• Ceramic Floor Finish to All Other Rooms
• Concealed Electrical Wiring & Gas & Water Supply Pipes